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Brain research is one of the most significant research areas of the last decades, in which 

many developments and modern engineering technologies are applied. The 

electroencephalogram (EEG)-based brain activity observation processes are very 

promising and have been used in several engineering research fields. Objective: The main 

goal of this research was to develop a Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) system to observe 

the level of vigilance calculated by Think Gear-ASIC Module (TGAM1) technology and to 

evaluate the output with learning efficiency tests applied in cognitive neuroscience. 

Methods: The performance of the BCI system is evaluated in a comparative study. The BCI 

system was tested by thirty-two test subjects and the attention level output was compared by 

the Psychology Experiment Building Language’s (PEBL’s) Corsi block test (PCORSI) and 

PEBL’s Ebbinghaus procedure (PEBBINGHAUS) tasks. Results: Using the BCI, we have 

shown statistically significant results between the BCI and the conventional cognitive 

neuroscience tests. The correlation between the tests and the average attention of the BCI 

was slightly strong for PCORSI Total Score (r=.63, p<.01 (2-tailed) and slightly strong for 

PEBBINGHAUS Total Correct (r=-.71, p<.01 (2-tailed). The average level of attention 

measured by the BCI system during the PCORSI test was 49.00%, while in case of the 

PEBBINGHAUS test it was 52.41% on all samples. Conclusion: The developed BCI system 

has a significant correlation with PCORSI and PEBBINGHAUS cognitive neuroscience 

tests. The BCI system is capable of observing attentional vigilance continuously. 

Significance: The developed BCI system is applicable to observe vigilance level in real-

time while the level of attention depends on activities. 

Keywords: brain-computer interface; Corsi block; Ebbinghaus procedure; 

electroencephalogram; PEBL; learning efficiency 

1 Introduction 

In order to understand the progress of studying, the human brain can be examined 

as a system, in which long-term changes occur, at least regarding fulfilling certain 

functions, that remain for quite a long period. During studying, this change in the 
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brain means the alteration of the brain cells system and due to the modification of 

the connections between the cells, human functions could be better fulfilled. [1-3] 

Efficient and successful learning, apart from understanding, interpretative [42-45] 

and problem-solving skills [46-49], is mainly determined by attention as a 

cognitive skill that also depends on emotional and motivational requirements and 

can be defined as a way of concertation on important information. [4-5, 53] 

Recently, relatively cheap and portable Electroencephalogram (EEG)-based signal 

processing devices have become available to observe the bioelectrical activities of 

the brain, with which the electrical signals generated by the activities of the brain 

can be measured and processed [51]. These EEG biosensors are able to digitally 

register and process the electrical activity of brain neurons in real time. The 

strength of the brainwaves could be determined by The Fast Fourier Transform 

(FFT)-based evaluation of information, from which the level of attention could be 

concluded. 

If the attention of students can be examined by a device that measures brain and 

bioelectrical activity, the features of determining the efficiency of learning can be 

inferred. By observing the attention level, the most important factor in studying 

becomes continuously measurable, from which the efficiency of learning through 

the lesson can permanently be observed and that means continuous feedback could 

be received about the efficiency of teaching and learning processes. For instance, 

after recognising the decrease of the efficiency value, the method of knowledge 

transfer can be changed by using more effective teaching methods or even by 

keeping a relaxing break. 

1.1 Human-Computer Interfaces and Cognitive 

Infocommunication 

The fields of infocommunications, media informatics and media communications 

has developed a lot in the last ten years. The evolution of these disciplines has 

resulted in newer fields within this topic. Baranyi and Csapo summarize the 

scopes and goals of cognitive infocommunications (CogInfoCom) in [53], [54]. 

The human-machine interaction is described as the performance of the 

communication and feedback between humans and technical systems. This 

cognitive based communication is generally solved by IT systems. The human-

machine interface helps the human being operate the machine, control actuators 

and handle the machine's use. On the other hand the human has to sense and 

exchange information; communicate with the machine which informs the user 

about the operation conditions of the machine. But from another perspective 

everything that communicates with humans by cognitive level using IT system can 

be expressed as CogInfoCom. CogInfoCom covers several disciplines appearing 

in applications and research areas also. CogInfoCom is available technology from 

socio-cognitive ICT [55-65] to cognitive aided engineering [66-77] and its related 
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aspects in terms of online collaborative systems and virtual reality solutions [78-

80], teaching-learning [81-86] and human cognitive interfaces such as brain-

computer interfaces (BCIs) [87-92] and medicals [93-96]. 

1.2 The Brain-Computer Interface 

Nowadays BCI is the most developing multidisciplinary research area, which only 

goes back two decades. The design, development, implementation, and application 

of these devices are in the spotlight. The aim of the first BCI researchers was to 

create a direct communicational channel for those in need to help their quality of 

life, particularly of those suffering from devastating conditions, such as 

amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), spinal cord injury, stroke and cerebral palsy. 

[6-13] 

BCI is a direct functional interface between the brain and the computer or another 

device that can observe and decode the electromagnetic signals of brain activities 

and transfers the received information towards an external device [6, 7, 50]. Non-

invasive BCIs have been an active research area; they include EEG, Near-infrared 

Spectroscopy (NIRS), functional-MRI (fMRI), among others [22-24]. The most 

popular BCI systems are based on scalp EEG signals due to their low cost, and to 

the fact that they are non-invasive and easy to use. 

Certain functions of brain activity are known due to the results of brain research 

and cognitive neuroscience [25]. Understanding the operation of the brain is of 

great importance in measuring and interpreting brain waves [26]. The electrical 

and magnetic phenomena of neural function can be observed during brain 

operation using a routinely applied method called electrophysiology [27]. The 

most common method of electrophysiological observation is 

electroencephalography, whereby the brain electrical signals generated by brain 

activities are measured and registered by biosensors [28]. 

Brain cells communicate by sending electric signals to each other; the more 

signals are sent, the more electricity the brain will produce, and an EEG can 

measure the pattern of this electrical activity. The EEG signals are mostly 

processed by the quantitative EEG (QEEG) method, in which the frequency 

spectrum of the EEG signals is observed [29]. Conducting an EEG has previously 

required complex, expensive, large and immobile equipment. 

As a result of ongoing technological developments in recent years, mobile EEG 

biosensor-based embedded devices are now available for use in new applications, 

for instance in entertainment, controlling or for educational purposes. In these 

applications, the connection between the brain activity observed by the EEG and 

the induced function is effectuated by a BCI [30]. 

The latest BCIs applied with biosensors and modern signal processing units have 

become cheaper and more portable because of their simple structure, while their 
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accuracy is similar to that of the clinical EEG devices [10, 31, 32]. The research 

trends that deal with BCI systems include many other application areas of use, for 

instance, using BCI for observing the brain’s procession of information [13-16] or 

implementing navigation tasks [17-20]. Beside these, the implementation of such 

a complex system and the observation of its efficiency can greatly be used in the 

field of education either among interested students or in teacher-managed projects. 

[21]. 

The research in this article deals with forecasting the efficiency of attention-based 

learning with the established BCI system, of which applicability is compared to 

the cognitive tests for the efficiency of learning applied in cognitive psychological 

examinations, i.e., the PEBL’s Corsi block test (PCORSI) and PEBL’s Ebbinghaus 

test (PEBBINGHAUS). 

2 An Overview of the BCI System 

A BCI system acquires EEG signals from the human brain by an EEG headset, 

which is filtered, pre-processed and the features of the signals are extracted, 

classified and transferred to an output signal and visualized by a computer 

application interface (Fig. 1). This output signal relates to the brain activity of the 

user and contains the information detected by brain activities. The user receives 

feedback from the output or the application interface, so the BCI system realizes a 

closed-loop system. 

During the EEG, the electrodes are placed on different symmetrical points of the 

skull, where the conducts could be evolved as unipolar or bipolar. In unipolar 

evolving, an active and a null-reference electrode are used, while in case of 

bipolar measurement, the potential alteration between two different electrodes is 

conducted. A correlating system known as the internationally accepted 10/20 

electrode arrangement system (Fig. 2) was made in connection with the suiting of 

the electrodes, in which anatomical correlating points are defined. For the 

unequivocal identification of conduct fields, every point on the human cranium 

has been given a letter (Fp, F, T, C, P, O) and a numerical feature, where the 

letters identify the lobe position (Frontal polar, Frontal, Temporal, Central, 

Practical, Occipital), and even numbers identify the right, while odd numbers the 

left hemisphere. [29, 31, 32] The electrical activities of the brain, the electrical 

signals resulting from ionic current flows within the neurons, can be measured by 

the EEG by placing a sensor on the scalp [29, 31, 32]. The frequency spectra of 

brain signals are typical in different mental states [26, 52] and can easily be 

determined by digital signal processors using Fourier-transform, for example, 

NeuroSky [31]. This spectrum of the brain waves is very sensitive to the mental 

and emotional states of the brain, so this attribute is used to monitor mental 

activity [26]. 
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Figure 1 

BCI model applying PCORSI and PEBBINGHAUS 

 

 

Figure 2 

The international 10/10 and 10/20 system for EEG electrodes with the electrodes of the NeuroSky 

MindWave EEG headset highlighted in red circles 

2.1 The NeuroSky EEG-based MindWave Headset 

NeuroSky has been developing EEG-based measuring devices for years with the 

co-operation of some universities, for example, Stanford University, Carnegie 

Mellon University, University of Washington and University of Wollongong [33]. 

The MindWave EEG headset is a lightweight, portable device with wireless 

communication [34] and unipolar conduction. Fig. 2, illustrates the locations of 

the electrodes of the MindWave EEG headset in the 10/20 system and in a later 

10/10 system. The active electrode both in the 10/10 and 10/20 systems measures 

the activity of the frontal lobe that can be executed in the position of Fp1, slightly 

left from the midline, while A1 position, the left earlobe, was chosen for the 

reference point. 
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2.2 The Evaluation of Vigilance Level Based on Brain Waves 

The connection between attention and brain waves was observed in the 1970s and 

an EEG-based attention analyser was patented [35]. The method applied for 

determining the intensity of attention is based on the examination of the Power 

Spectrum Density (PSD) determined by the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) 

algorithm of brain waves. The spectrum can be calculated using samples of the 

brain signals. The sequence of N complex numbers x0, x1, …, xN-1 can be 

transformed into a sequence of complex numbers with periodic N [39,40]: 
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where Xk encodes the amplitude and phase of a sinusoidal component of function 

xn , which is a complex number. The intensity of brain waves and the aim of this 

research, the magnitude of attention, can be determined. 
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The continuous Fourier transform could be evaluated over a finite interval rather 

than from -∞ to +∞ if the waveform is periodic. Similarly, if there are only a finite 

number of sampled data, the DFT handles the data as if it is periodic. (samples 0 

to N-1 is the same as N to 2N-1). Therefore, DFT is evaluated for the fundamental 

frequency 
NT

1
Hz, 

NT

2
rad/s. 

Performing DFT needs a lot of calculation, but this can be decreased by 

optimizing the algorithm. In case of DFT, calculation demand is O(N
2
), while 

performing the FFT process, it could be decreased to the O(N·logN) value (where 

N is the data size). By FFT algorithm, brain bioelectric spectrum can be 

calculated, where the strength of certain brain waves specific to the encephalic 

operation could be defined. 

NeuroSky developed a ThinkGear measurement technology to calculate the PSD 

using 512 samples per second sampling frequency and eSense Attention meter 

algorithm to indicate the intensity of attention, which occurs during intense 

concentration. The device amplifies and digitalizes the voltage difference (to 

achieve better common mode rejection) between a single dry sensor on the 

forehead and a reference on the ear. The brain signal is filtered by analog and 

digital, low and high pass filters in the 1-50 Hz range. Each second, the signal is 

analysed in the time domain to detect and correct noise, a standard FFT is 

performed, and finally, the signal is rechecked for noise and artifacts in the 

frequency domain to get brainwave strengths and eSense Attention and Mediation 

values. eSense algorithm is dynamically learning, so ThinkGear sensors are able 
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to operate on a wide range of individuals, and on a wide range of personal and 

environmental conditions. 

ThinkGear has been compared with Biopac system as a reference, which is a well-

known wet electrode EEG system widely used in medical and research 

applications. Data were fixed simultaneously and during the study, the sensors 

were fixed to identical places near to each other. The determined performance-

spectrum, which was determined by the measuring data supplied by the two 

instruments, was compared in a 1-50 Hz frequency range, which is the frequency 

range of certain typical brain wave types. The result they showed was that the 

correlation factor supplied by the two devices among the performance-spectrum is 

bigger than 0.7, and it is determinable that the information supplied by the two 

instruments are nearly identical [32]. 

eSense Attention meter output value ranges from 0 to 100. Values between 40 to 

60 are considered "neutral", 60 to 80 "slightly elevated", 80 to 100 are considered 

"elevated", meaning they are strongly indicative of heightened levels of attention. 

Values between 20 and 40 indicate "reduced" levels of the eSense and 1-20 

indicates "strongly lowered" level. An intense meter value of 0 is a special value 

indicating the ThinkGear is unable to calculate the eSense level. 

2.3 The Implementation of the BCI System 

A Windows Forms Application Interface has been developed to evaluate and 

visualize the brain wave data of the MindWave EEG headset. This BCI program 

can run on MS Windows and has been written in C#. Microsoft Visual Studio was 

used to implement the program, which is a developing environment that supports 

modern object-oriented programming. During the software implementation of the 

BCI, the system development life cycle (SDLC) terminology was applied, where 

certain software development cycles could be separated and defined well, making 

the development process easier to follow. During performing the software, we 

created the clear code, in order to make an easy-to-overview and easy-to-maintain 

application. 

2.3.1 The Structure of the Implemented BCI System 

The application consists of seven classes and their connections (Fig. 3). The base 

class of the application is the PacketHeader, which features contain all data values 

sent by the EEG headset that are not brain wave values in feature type method 

(Fig. 3). SYNC1, SYNC2: these byte values indicate the beginning of fresh data 

packs, and their value is 0xAA (decimal 170). pLENGTH: A Packet's Data 

Payload (PAYLOAD) indicates the section length in a byte. The complete length 

of a pack sent by the EEG headset is always pLENGTH + 4. 

POOR_SIGNAL_Quality is an unsigned one-byte integer value, which indicates 

the quality of the signal measured by the headset. The value range could be 0-255, 
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the bigger the number, the louder the noise. vLENGTH ("Value Length") only 

appears if the pack differs from the expected value. ASIC_EEG_POWER_INT is 

a value that specifies the representation of brain wave values in the sent pack. 

Storing brain wave values is implemented in an extension of the PacketHeader 

class, in the BrainWave class, where data could only be reached with the help of 

feature data (Fig. 3). The perceived data are processed in the SignalAcquisition 

class. The Visualize class implements functions responsible for objects specifying 

visualization, attribute values and changing events. The EEGSignalPower class 

shows the display of the on-screen information. Data storage and their statistic 

procession are determined in the Storage Class. 

 

Figure 3 

The structure of the implemented BCI software-based UML (Unified Modeling Language) class 

diagram 

2.3.2 The Functions of the Implemented BCI System 

The application is responsible for supplying different functions. These functions 

contain handling appropriate serial communication, receiving data packs from the 

EEG headset at appropriate intervals as well as processing them according to the 

protocol, visualizing brain wave values of the data pack in a particular time and 

continually, storing of the brain wave values in a pre-determined data structure, or 

providing pre-determined statistics from the brain wave values for further use. 

The pseudocode of one of the main functions of the implemented software could 

be seen in Figure 4. This method is responsible for the appropriate procession of 

the incoming data packs and their refreshing according to the sampling time (1 s). 

class EEGSignalProcessor

Form

EEGSignalProcessor

SignalAcquisition

Storage

PacketHeader

«property»

# ASIC_EEG_POWER_INT(): float[]

# PLENGTH(): float[]

# POOR_SIGNAL_Quality(): float[]

# SYNC1(): float[]

# SYNC2(): float[]

# VLENGTH(): float[]

BrainWav e

- delta: float

- highAlpha: float

- highBeta: float

- lowAlpha: float

- lowBeta: float

- lowGamma: float

- midGamma: float

- theta: float

«property»

+ Delta(): float

+ HighAlpha(): float

+ HighBeta(): float

+ LowAlpha(): float

+ LowBeta(): float

+ LowGamma(): float

+ MidGamma(): float

+ Theta(): float
Evaluation

Visualize

~VisualizeObject

~StorageObject

~SignalAcquisitionObject
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Figure 4 

One of the main functions of the procession of the data pack from the MindWave EEG headset. 

Require: $IsInPacket$ = false, $HasPower$ = false, $IsPLCorrect$ = false, $PacketIndex$ = 0, $PL$ = 

0, $CA$ = 0, $Checksum$ = 0, $MAX\_PACKET\_LENGTH$ = 32; Comment {PL = PacketLength; 

IsPLCorrect = IsPacketLengthCorrect; CA = CheksumAccumulator} 
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3 Materials and Methods 

According to the objectives of the research, to analyse the experiment on the 

efficiency of studying, we have to be able to measure effectiveness itself. The aim 

of the measurement is examining memorizing, which means storing certain 

information in the long-term memory. 

The items of information that are emphasized during attention do not faint but are 

moved to the short-term memory [41], which refers to the fact that attention 

decides which information is important and which one is not. The least important 

ones are evaluated at a lower level of information procession and after a while 

they faint and become forgotten. As coded information can get into the long-term 

memory only through the short-term memory, all data stored in the short-term 

memory has a key role in the learning process and knowledge acquisition. The 

information put into the short-term memory is mainly determined by the level of 

attention, therefore, there is a direct connection between learning and paying 

attention. Based on these facts, short-term memory tests could be used for 

examining knowledge acquisition and learning process by the mediation of 

attention. In the following, PCORSI and PEBBINGHAUS tests implemented in 

PEBL environment will shortly be demonstrated for the examination of work 

memory, viz., short-term memory and learning skills. 

The BCI system was tested by test subjects, and the vigilance level output of the 

BCI system was compared to PCORSI and PEBBINGHAUS tasks. The aim of this 

research is to define the strength and direction of the connection between the 

results of PEBL's memorizing efficiency tests and the attention level determined 

by the EEG-based BCI equipment. 

3.1 The PCORSI and the PEBBINGHAUS Tests 

In neurobehavioral studies, the Psychology Experiment Building Language 

(PEBL) environment is widely used for implementing algorithms of test 

procedures. Most experiments are carried out with the use of shapes, texts, letters 

that appear on the computer screen while using computer peripherals (mouse, 

keyboard) for fixing the reactions given to the experimental target stimulus of the 

test subject. [38] 

PCorsi is a measuring test where the test subject is sitting in front of the computer 

with a black background screen; on which nine identical squares appear in 

different positions keeping one second breaks (Fig. 5). After the test is started, 

some squares in a pre-determined order are chosen by the program and the task of 

the subject is to click on the same squares in the same order. If the test subject can 

repeat two out of two series, the number of the blocks increases with another one 

until the number of successfully repeated series falls below two. With this test, we 

could get information about how precisely the test subject can recall the right 
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order by using the information stored in the short-term memory with the help of 

attention. 

 

Figure 5 

The block sequence was presented in the encoding phase, and the test subject recalled the sequence 

immediately afterward 

PEBBINGHAUS is a short (5-10 minutes) examination based on Hermann 

Ebbinghaus' self-experiments. During the test, the test subjects have to study eight 

different three-letter words (Fig. 6). The software generates words that are non-

similar to words of any mother tongues or any words that may appear in the 

languages spoken by the subject. The words are built up of three letters, in which 

the first and the third characters are consonants and the middle one is a vowel. The 

list of the eight words is repeated by the program until the test subjects are able to 

recall them correctly twice. After that, the software generates a new list and 

repeats that again until it is recalled flawlessly twice by the test subjects. At the 

end of the successful recall of the two lists, the software goes back to the first list 

and the process starts again. The test ends when the test subjects can correctly 

recall both lists twice. 

 

Figure 6 

After flashing eight ‘words' of three letters, the test subjects have to recall them in the correct order. 

The ‘words' are repeated until the participants are able to recall them correctly twice. 
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3.2 The Participants 

In this experiment thirty-two high school students participated. All subjects were 

healthy, with no past history of psychiatric or neurological disorders. The age 

distribution was 14-18, the average age was 16.2, range ±1.4; 47% girls. 

3.3 The Procedures 

During the procedure, first the PCORSI, then the PEBBINGHAUS test was 

accomplished. The testing was carried out in one separated room, in which five or 

fewer participants could be tested at the same time. Before the experiment, the test 

subjects had to put the EEG headset on, and then the details of the procedures 

were described to them. After the introduction and the calibration of the device, 

the test subjects could start the tests. (Fig. 7a, b) Testing was performed using a 

desktop computer running Windows 10, using 22.0” computer screen at a 

resolution of 1920x1080 with 90% contrast (responses were using keyboard and 

mouse). 

 

Figure 7a 

A test subject doing the PCORSI. The data measured by the EEG headset are continually being 

monitored. 
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Figure 7b 

A test subject doing the PEBBINGHAUS tests. The data measured by the EEG headset are continually 

being monitored. 

3.4 Statistical Analysis 

The statistical analysis of PEBL tests was made by an interval scale, while in case 

of the BCI, it was done on an ordinal scale with SPSS 23 (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, 

IL) program pack. As an ordinal scale was defined for the BCI, in the use of the 

BCI results, non-parametric tests were applied, while in connection with PEBL 

test results, if parametric test conditions were fulfilled, parametric tests were done. 

To define the difference between the morning and afternoon test results of the 

psychological tests, since test subjects in PEBL tests are independent of each 

other, with the exception PCORSI, the samples showed normal distribution and at 

least were scale typed, furthermore, as the standard deviation homogeneity is not 

needed to be done in case of related patterns, we used related-pattern t-test, where 

the effect size was determined by Cohen d-value. As during the psychological 

tests, in case of defining the differences between the morning and afternoon 

results of the average attention level measured by the BCI system, the variables 

were measured on an ordinal scale and the test subjects were independent of each 

other, Wilcoxon signed-rank test were applied, where the effect size was 

determined by the z-value of the test statistics and the ratio of the root of the total 

sample element number. In case of the applied statistical tests, p<0,05 value was 

determined as significant. 
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4 The Results and Discussion 

During our primer type quantitative experiment, we examined dependency 

relationship and collected metric data, from which we analysed correlation. The 

aim of our next research was to find connections with the help of an independent 

and a dependent variable between PCORSI and the BCI and PEBBINGHAUS and 

the BCI system-specified attention level results. 

4.1 Comparing the Results of PCORSI and BCI 

The aim of the examination and evaluation is to investigate the correlation 

between two variables, an outstanding result of the PCORSI test and the average 

attention level provided by the BCI system. The correlations and relationships 

between the results of the obtained test and the measurement provided by the BCI 

system can be estimated and evaluated on the whole sample, i.e., on all test 

subjects. 

The strength of the connections was determined by one of the results of the 

PCORSI test, which is an outstanding value, the most typical parameter of the test 

result. To examine the correlation between the measurement results, Spearman's 

correlation was used with two-sided tests, since in case of the BCI variable, an 

ordinal scale type was determined, and our data changed monotonically. During 

the test, the difference between the morning and afternoon results were evaluated 

in case of each subject so that the differences in individual ability did not play a 

role in the learning test results, but the level of attention of the morning and 

afternoon tests did. 

In the PCORSI test examining the efficiency of memorization, comparing the 

change in the results of the more alert and more tired state tests to the change of 

difference of the mean value characteristic of attention determined by the data 

processed by the BCI system, a significant positive correlation (Fig. 8) where 

rs=0.630 p<0.01 (2-tailed) can be shown. 
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Figure 8 

The PCORSI test showed a significant positive correlation with the value of differences of average 

level of attention determined by the BCI system 

A more detailed overview of correlation evaluation is given in Table 1. 

Table 1 

Spearman-correlation analysis for the whole sample (N = 32) on the results of the PCORSI test and the 

difference of the mean value characteristic of the level of attention determined by the BCI 

Period Test M±SD1 Correlation p-value 

morning-

afternoon 

pCORSI 24.875±3.353 

0.63 
<0.01 

(2-tailed) 
BCI 3.884±1.587 

1The arithmetic mean of the difference of the correct response of test 

test subjects for target stimulus. 

Moreover, regarding the PCORSI tests for examining short-term memory, between 

the morning (Mdn=96, D(32)=0.406 p<0.01 (2-tailed)) and the afternoon 

(Mdn=88, D(32)=0.241 p<0.01 (2-tailed)) results, a significant difference can be 

seen (T=0 Z=-4.64 p<0.01 (2-tailed) r=0.83). 

According to the Wilcoxon signed-rank test results, during the short–term memory 

examination via the PCORSI test, there is a significant difference in the results of 

the average level of attention measured by the BCI system (T=0 Z=-4.94 p<0.01 

(2-tailed) r=0.87) in the morning (Mdn=54.35) and in the afternoon (Mdn=50.10) 

hours. 

Figure 9a shows that the medians differ in comparing the two conditions; it can be 

seen that in the morning, the test subjects achieved better results. Data disposition 

is more likely to be seen above the median, while weaker results appeared in the 

afternoon from all aspects, moreover, data disposition from the median can be 
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seen below the median. Figure 9b shows that the medians differ in comparing the 

two conditions, it is generally apparent that the BCI system recorded higher level 

of attention on average in the morning and data disposition was slightly below the 

median. In the afternoon, the BCI system, regarding the average attention level, 

similarly to the results of the pCORSI test, shows a downturn, and data disposition 

is below the median. 

 

 

Figure 9a 

There is a significant difference between the results of average attention level measured by the 

pCORSI in the morning and afternoon hours 

 

Figure 9b 

There is a significant difference between the results of average attention level measured by the BCI 

system in the morning and afternoon hours 
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4.2 Comparing the Results of PEBBINGHAUS and BCI 

The further aim of the examination and evaluation is to evaluate the correlation 

between two variables, a chosen outstanding result of the PEBBINGHAUS test 

and the average level of attention provided by the BCI system. The obtained 

correlations and relationships between the results of the test and the measurement 

provided by the BCI system can be estimated and evaluated on all samples, on all 

test subjects. The strength of the relationships was determined by an outstanding 

result of the PEBBINGHAUS test, i.e., by one of the most typical parameters of 

the final test results. Spearman's correlation was used with two-sided tests to 

examine the correlation between individual measurements, since in case of the 

BCI variable, ordinal scale type was determined, and our data were monotonic. 

During the test, the difference between morning and afternoon results of the test 

subjects was evaluated to ensure that the differences in individual skills did not 

play role in the results of the learning test, only the different magnitude of 

attention in the morning and afternoon hours did. 

In the PEBBINGHAUS test on the efficiency of short-term memory, comparing 

the changes of the test results of alert and tired states to the change of the 

difference of the mean value, a characteristic of the level of attention determined 

by the data processed by the BCI system, it can be stated that a significant 

negative correlation can be shown (Fig. 10), where rs=-0.71 p<0.01 (2-tailed). 

 

 

Figure 10 

The PEBBINGHAUS test results show a significant negative correlation with the value of difference of 

the level of average attention determined by the BCI 
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More details of the evaluation of correlation can be seen in Table 2. 

 

Table 2 

Spearman-correlation analysis for the whole sample (N = 32) on the results of the PEBBINGHAUS test 

and the difference of the mean value characteristic of the level of attention determined by the BCI 

Period Test M±SD1 Correlation p-value 

morning-
afternoon 

PE.2 -2.375±1.385 

-0.71 
<0,01 

(2-tailed) 
BCI 2.141±1.724 

1The arithmetic mean of the difference of the correct response of test 

test subjects for target stimulus. 
2
PEBBINGHAUS 

 

In addition, in case of the PEBBINGHAUS test, a significant difference t(31)=-

9.70 p<0.01 (2-tailed), d=0.40 could be found in the results of the morning 

(M±SD=6.47±2.76, and D(32)=0.108 p=0.200) and the afternoon 

(M±SD=8.84±3.16, and D(32)=0.097 p=0.200) tests. According to the results of 

the Wilcoxon-signed rank test, regarding the PEBBINGHAUS test, there is a 

significant difference (T=6.17 Z=-4.59 p<0.01 (2-tailed) r=0.81) as well between 

the results of the average level of attention measured by the BCI system in the 

morning (Mdn=55.10) and afternoon hours (Mdn=52.55). 

As it can be seen in Fig. 11a, the medians differ comparing the two conditions. 

Overall, it is evident that in the morning the test subjects made fewer mistakes, 

data disposition rather appears below the median, while weaker results were 

achieved in the afternoon, and data disposition is below the median, too. Fig. 11b 

shows that the medians are different in comparison the two conditions. It can be 

seen that in the morning the BCI system recorded an average higher level of 

attention and data are distributed evenly around the median. In the afternoon, 

regarding the average level of attention, the BCI system, similarly to the results of 

the pEBBINGHAUS test, shows a downturn, and data disposition is below the 

median. 
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Figure 11a 

There is a significant difference between pEbbinghaus test results for short-term memory in the 

morning and afternoon results 

 

Figure 11b 

There is a significant difference between the results of the BCI system for short-term memory in the 

morning and afternoon results 

Similarly to the PCORSI test, it can be shown that the changes of the results of the 

PEBBINGHAUS learning test done in the more alert and tired states and the 

changes of the mean level of attention determined on the basis of the data 

processed by the BCI system are related to each other. In case of the 

PEBBINGHAUS test, the magnitude of correlation is negative because the number 

of mistakes inversely proportional to the level of average attention were 

compared. 

Since there is a cause-effect relationship according to the multiple spatial theory 

between attention and learning as a memorization, at a certain time the expectable 
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success of learning can be concluded based on the level of attention. Relying on 

the statistical analysis of Table 1 and Table 2, the expectable efficiency of the 

PCORSI block and PEBBINGHAUS memorization and learning tests can be 

concluded from the magnitude of the mean value characteristic of the level of 

attention provided by the BCI system. Consequently, the momentary learning 

ability of the test subject can be concluded. 

From the given correlation values, we could see that there is a relatively high, over 

0.6, correlation between the test results of the learning efficiency tests and the 

average attention level measured by the EEG-based brain computer interface. This 

means that the implemented BCI system measuring method could be used as an 

alternative procedure besides the PCORSI and PEBBINGHAUS tests for 

measuring attention-based memorizing efficiency. 

In general, at the lower level of concentration the measured values are lower and 

more unequable than at the higher concentration level measured ones, which are 

higher and harmonized. 

Conclusions 

It could be stated from the research data that the brain-computer interface 

attention values and the results of the memorizing tests have a significant 

relationship. According to this, in a given time interval we could indirectly 

conclude the expectable learning efficiency by the measured attention level. On 

the basis of the experiment topic, the research results and the given conclusions, it 

clearly seems that experiments based on the bioelectrical processes of the brain 

could open new areas of research and application in the future. With the help of a 

brain-computer interface test, attention level could be measured continuously in 

real time, which is one of the important influential factors in the learning process. 

With this information, the pedagogue could get continuous feedback about the 

level of attention of students. If it becomes lower, the information processing 

ability is lower as well and it makes a negative effect on memorizing. If these 

changes are recognised, the method of teaching could be changed or even a short 

relaxing break could be kept during the lesson, so instead of the traditionally 

structured lessons that start at a given time, last for a given time and finish in a 

given time, we could organize so-called students’ attention level-synchronized 

lessons, in which the teaching of important curriculum and extra knowledge 

elements could be organized and reorganized according to the attention level of 

students even during a lesson. As the attention level changes, the hierarchy of 

learning, the organisation of the lessons could be changed. All in all, with this 

method the efficiency of teaching and studying could be increased and optimized 

besides opening new pedagogical approach and methodology in learning 

organization. 
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